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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.crmeth.2021.100137MOTIVATION The microbiome is an increasingly important research target. In particular, the gut micro-
biome is linked to >100 disease states and contains several thousand species. In addition to computational
innovations for sequencing data, complementary experimental high-throughput methods to perform preci-
sion genomics are urgently needed. Microfluidic droplet screens offer increased resolution; ultra-high
throughput; reductions in sample and reagent usage, cost, and contamination; and the possibility to add
functional enrichment. An increasing diversity of microfluidic tools for bacterial single-cell analysis exists
in the context of controlled laboratory cultures. Here we describe a complete microfluidic workflow for tar-
geted genome sequencing directly from frozen complex microbiome samples.SUMMARYWe report a droplet microfluidic method to target and sort individual cells directly from complex microbiome
samples and to prepare these cells for bulk whole-genome sequencing without cultivation. We characterize
this approach by recovering bacteria spiked into human stool samples at a ratio as low as 1:250 and by suc-
cessfully enriching endogenousBacteroides vulgatus to the level required for de novo assembly of high-qual-
ity genomes. Although microbiome strains are increasingly demanded for biomedical applications, a vast
majority of species and strains are uncultivated and without reference genomes. We address this short-
coming by encapsulating complex microbiome samples directly into microfluidic droplets and amplifying
a target-specific genomic fragment using a custom molecular TaqMan probe. We separate those positive
droplets by droplet sorting, selectively enriching single target strain cells. Finally, we present a protocol to
purify the genomic DNA while specifically removing amplicons and cell debris for high-quality genome
sequencing.INTRODUCTION
The microbiome is a complex and increasingly important
research target. In particular, the gut microbiome is linked to
over 100 disease states or syndromes (Gupta et al., 2016; Louis
et al., 2014; Nobu et al., 2015; Vos and Vos, 2012) and contains
at least several thousand species (Almeida et al., 2019). A per-Cell Rep
This is an open access article under the CC BY-Nson’s microbiome influences how the body metabolizes drugs
(Zimmermann et al., 2019a; 2019b) and therefore has an impact
on success or failure of any pharmacological intervention. Cur-
rent microbiome studies are mainly driven by innovations in the
analysis of metagenomic sequencing data. It has, for instance,
recently become possible to reconstruct metagenomically
assembled genomes (MAGs) of abundant taxa in metagenomicorts Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022 ª 2021 The Author(s). 1
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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2017). However, beyond abundance limitations, MAGs have
been found to be prone to chimeric assemblies (Chen et al.,
2020). Metagenomic approaches are also limited in resolving
mobile elements, e.g., showing which species share the same
genes due to horizontal gene transfer, information of increasing
relevance in medical research on antibiotic resistance and toxin
encoding genes.
More complementary experimental high-throughput ap-
proaches are needed to perform precision genomics. Beyond
the benefits of increased resolution through targeted experi-
ments (Cross et al., 2019; Grieb et al., 2020), microfluidic droplet
screens are able to provide the required throughput (Prakadan
et al., 2017) to study complex ecosystems such as microbiomes
(Tauzin et al., 2020; Terekhov et al., 2018). Experiments in drop-
lets can also substantially lower the amount of material and
reagents used, cost, and contamination (Hosic et al., 2016; Nish-
ikawa et al., 2015) and provide additional information through
functional enrichment (Kintses et al., 2010; Tauzin et al., 2020;
Terekhov et al., 2018; Yaginuma et al., 2019). An increasing di-
versity of microfluidic tools for bacterial single-cell analysis ex-
ists in the context of laboratory cultures. However, few natural
isolates from complex microbiomes are available as laboratory
cultures (Almeida et al., 2019).
In terms of cultivation-free techniques for the genomic analysis
of microbiota cells, generating single amplified genomes (SAGs)
in microfluidic gel microdroplets (Chijiiwa et al., 2020) or fused
emulsions (Lan et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2020) has been
achieved, with barcoding either inside droplets or after isolation
in wells. This approach has yielded novel information on unculti-
vated and low-abundance strains at a single-cell level with the
trade-off of low genome coverage and amplification biases.
SAG generation is not targeted and would not allow specifically
looking formicrobes carryingparticular genesof interest.Genetic
targeting has been demonstrated by earlier studies of PCR in
droplets to generate a sequence-dependent fluorescence signal,
used for PCR-activated droplet sorting (PADS) (Lim et al., 2015,
2017). This was shown for plasmids and phage sequences in
E. coli laboratory cultures and more recently for genetic libraries
cloned into E. coli (Xu et al., 2020). However, it was never applied
to complexmicrobiomes of unknown, highly diverse biochemical
composition, additionally hindered by sample contaminants
such as fibers and particles found in stool samples.
To combine strengths of culture-free approaches and hypoth-
esis-driven targeted approaches, we have established a geno-
mics resource where a desired strain is enriched without cultiva-
tion and where genome fragments are sequenced in bulk to
recover high-quality genomes. We demonstrate a workflow
that directly processes complex, potentially medically relevant
microbiome samples, which are far less homogeneous and
defined than laboratory cultures. By testing directly on complex
samples, we aim to make our development a useful resource for
the microbiome research community. While building on PADS
methods, we show here how to apply them directly to micro-
biome samples, how to target bacteria without reference
genome, how the method can be used to estimate the absolute
abundance of a particular species, and how the abundant ampli-
con sequences used for droplet identification can be removed2 Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022prior to genome sequencing. Our resource’s workflow is sum-
marized in Figure 1.
RESULTS
Absolute cell counts of microbiome samples give
measure of cell density for encapsulation
The density of cells in the stool samples processed here were
quantifiedwith flow cytometry, in order to ensure that the samples
canbediluted toa reproducibledensity (here, ca. 133,000cells per
microliter) suitable for single-cell encapsulation intomonodisperse
droplets. To achieve volumetric microbial density measures, the
stained and diluted samples were mixed with reference beads
(polystyrene colloids) of a known concentration. The reference
bead count in the flow cytometric analysis then indicated the
analyzed volume of sample suspension. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 2A, generated according to the method detailed under ‘‘stool
sample preparation and cell counting.’’ Flow cytometric analysis
with unspecific DNA stains has previously been shown to be an
appropriate analysis tool for such complex samples (Props et al.,
2017; Vandeputte et al., 2017). The cell density between stool
samples varied roughly within the same order of magnitude (see
Figure 2A). In particular, the sample, #e, the only infant stool sam-
ple used, had a low cell number per volume compared with adult
samples, which agreed with our expectations. The cell density in
stool samples wasmuch higher than that of typical liquid cultures.
Primer-pairs and molecular probes can be made
specific to target species
In order to target any microbial strain from a sample of interest,
with or without a reference genome, we introduced the use of
marker gene variants of the meta mOTUs V2.0 (Milanese et al.,
2019) tool for primer and probe design. Single-copy phyloge-
netic marker gene based operational taxonomic units (mOTUs)
quantitatively analyze the relative abundance of taxa in the sam-
ple by mapping shotgun metagenomic data to single-copy, non-
16s rRNA marker genes. Marker gene sequences were obtained
directly from shotgun metagenomic sequencing data, without
requiring reference databases. Specific to these sequences,
we designed primer pairs and, as a second layer of specificity,
also TaqMan probe sequences. After designing several alterna-
tive primers and probes, they were shortlisted experimentally
through testing in qPCR assays, gel electrophoresis, and Sanger
sequencing of PCR products (see STAR Methods, primer and
probe design and testing). Finally, in microfluidic droplets, the
TaqMan probe fluorescence lit up as expected for the corre-
sponding bacterial culture (see Figures 2B and 2C), specifically
for the few spike-in culture cells in the presence of many other
alternative bacterial sequences in stool (see Figures 3D–3F), as
expected from earlier qPCR benchmarking. The best performing
sequences for our target organisms are given in the key re-
sources table as part of STAR Methods.
Stoichiometry of genetic single-cell bacteria assay in
microfluidic droplets
The number of cells per droplet follows a Poisson distribution
and cannot be controlled tightly with passive encapsulation. To
conduct single-cell experiments in droplets, the cell suspension
Figure 1. Microfluidic workflow. Microfluidic chip designs, microscope images of their use, and schematics of molecular mechanisms
(Top left) DDDroplet generation chip and photo of 39 mm-droplet generation with cells and reagents in oil. The arrow indicates the flow direction. Top center:
illustration of emulsion PCR in a thermocycler. If the target DNA sequence is present, it allows the binding of biotinylated primers and probes, thus the synthesis of
corresponding amplicons. During strand extension, the TaqMan probes are cleaved, releasing fluorescent molecules.
(Top right) Droplet sorting chip design and microscopy images. The microscopy pictures on the right show an emulsion before sorting and during sorting and the
positive droplet enrichment post sorting. Here, fluorescent droplets indicate the presence of the gut bacteriumB. vulgatus inside the droplet. Multiple microscopy
images of the droplet sorting junction at different time points were overlaid and colored to demonstrate droplet flow-traces. In the right image, a small black arrow
indicates the location of the nearby sorting electrode, and a bright green spot indicates the upstream location of fluorescence detection. The scale bars
correspond to 100 mm.
(Bottom) Illustration of the removal of abundant amplicons with biotin-binding Streptavidin beads (after pooling the sorted positive droplets) to purify genomic
DNA for sequencing library preparation. Library preparation further involves whole-genome amplification (WGA) after binding adapter primers to the randomly
broken genomic DNA fragments, followed by DNA fragment size selection.
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cell in 4 volumes of a monodisperse droplet (here, chosen at
ca. 30 pL) to optimiseoptimize the fraction of droplets hosting
single cells. This volume dilution ratio (0.25) corresponds to the
Poisson parameter (l) of the cell distribution in droplets. At this
droplet occupancy ratio, the double-encapsulation of sus-
pended cells into the same droplet is rare (2.4%) (Collins et al.,
2015).
To estimate the efficiency of the PCR assay, in other words to
which degree positive droplet ratios corresponded to theoretical
occupancy values, we here encapsulatedBacillus subtilis culture
stock at a lower and a higher dilution (l = 1 and 0.0625)
compared with standard experiments. To reach desired dilution
ratios, an adjusted volume of Bacillus subtilis cell suspension
was added to the droplet encapsulation PCR mix as detailed in
the respective STAR Methods Table, given the culture stock
cell density as determined by flow cytometry (ca. twomillion cells
per microliter; see Figure 2A). We then assessed the positivedroplet ratio of resulting emulsions post PCR, on the basis of a
custom ImageJ macro (see STAR Methods, microscopy and
evaluating positive droplet ratios). The observed positive ratios
were 48% ± 6% (1915 out of 3,970 completely imaged droplets
in total across several fields of view; see representative image
section in Figure 2B) and 5% ± 1% (243 out of 5,105 droplets;
see Figure 2C), respectively. The Poisson distribution returns
theoretical percentages of 63% and 6% of occupied droplets
for these cell encapsulation parameters, matching the observed
values well and indicating an assay efficiency of 80%.
Single microbiota cells can be identified and sorted in
droplets
Cells of the laboratory isolate of soil bacterium Bacillus subtilis,
which are not found naturally in the gut, were spiked into stool
samples at 3 different ratios of 1 in 50, 1 in 100, and 1 in 250 cells
and encapsulated into microfluidic droplets. Given the low mix-
ing ratio and the droplet occupancy of about 1 cell per 4 droplets,Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022 3
A B C
Figure 2. Cell density and encapsulation. Bacterial density based on flow cytometry measurements and microscopy images of emulsions
(A) Number of Syto BC-stained cells counted per volume of stool sample before dilution, and two overnight culture aliquots of bacterial cultures Bacillus subtilis
(B.s.) and Bacteroides vulgatus (B.v.), here shown increased by a factor of 50 to visualize them despite the lower cell densities compared with stool. Mea-
surements were performed in triplicates and the mean and standard deviation are shown for each sample.
(B and C) Microscopy images of droplet emulsion containing diluted B. subtilis culture post droplet PCR. The images are overlays of the microscope’s fluo-
rescence and brightfield channel as well as the contours of positive fluorescent areas, as returned from the droplet analysis tool described in the STAR Methods
section. The scale bars correspond to 100 mm.
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croscopy. However, we did observe rare positive droplets as ex-
pected (see Figures 3A–3F).
We then sorted a total of 7 B. subtilis spike-in emulsions, each
belonging to 1 of 3 dilution ratios, to enrich target droplets. For
this purpose, droplets were reinjected into the sorting chip (Fig-
ure 1, top right) and deflected by dielectrophoresis into the
collection channel of the chip (Figure 1, top right center) when-
ever their signal fell within our fluorescence thresholds in terms
of fluorescence intensity and signal length (Figures 3A–3C).
When inspected by microscopy, the sorted positive emulsion
mostly showed exclusively positive droplets (Figure 1, top right
bottom) but the exact ratio was difficult to assess as many drop-
lets merged or split downstream of the sorting junction, destabi-
lized by the electric field of the sorting electrodes. The relative
number of positive droplets inside the sorting gates decreased
as expected from higher spike-in ratios (Figure 3A) to lower ratios
(Figure 3C). It should be noted that droplet emulsions became
less monodisperse during thermocycling, and that the droplet
sizes separated out partially in the syringe given the long sorting
time frames, so that the average droplet size decreased over
time and sorting boundaries needed to be adjust dynamically
every few hours due to this size drift as well as temperature
changes affecting the laser and detectors.
Amplicons can be removed from low-abundance
genomic DNA
As a byproduct of the PCR-based species detection, amplicons
enrich and become by far the most abundant DNA fragments in-
side droplets, whereas a droplet only contains a single copy of
genomic DNA. Sorted positive droplets are thus dominated by
the already known amplicon sequence. We therefore also devel-4 Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022oped a workflow for amplicon clean-up from sorted and pooled
positive droplets while maintaining the low-abundance target
genomes.
We used biotinylated primers for PCR, to incorporate a chem-
ical handle into amplicons with which they could be selectively
bound to magnetic Streptavidin beads, to remove them from
un-labelled genomic DNA, as illustrated in Figure 1, bottom,
and detailed in the STAR Methods section amplicon removal
and sequencing library preparation. After three rounds of Strep-
tavidin bead purification and consecutive genomic DNA re-con-
centration on unselectively binding SPRI beads, amplicons
were reduced to an undetectable amount (see electrophero-
grams in Figure S1). Even after DNA amplification during Illumina
sequencing library preparation, when genomic DNA become
abundant, the amplicon concentration was very low or absent
from recorded electropherograms. The electropherograms also
revealed that the genomic DNA, molecules of several mega
base pairs (bp), already fragmented into pieces of ca. 300 to
3,000 bp during thermocycling in droplets. There was no need
for additional DNA fragmentation steps before preparing the
sequencing library.
Whole-genome sequencing output provides a rough
estimation of bacteria species abundance
In a simple mixing experiment, we tested the quantitative accu-
racy of sequencing read counts as a prediction of input cell
number ratios, as a proxy for later purity assessments of DNA
libraries prepared from sorted droplets. For this purpose, we
mixed bacteria cultures Bacteroides vulgatus PC510 strain
and Bacillus subtilis strain 168 BS168_ctg based on their cell
density as determined by flow cytometry. Cells were mixed at
a ratio of (1) 10:1 and (2) 1:1, thermocycled in droplets and
Figure 3. Recovery of spike-in cells by droplet sorting. Fluorescence activated single-cell resolution droplet sorting ofB. subtilis cells, which
where spiked into stool samples at different ratios, of an emulsionwith 1 in 4 droplets occupied by a cell. (A andD) About 1B. subtilis cell in 50
microbiota cells, at 25%droplets occupied, means 1 positive droplet in ca. 200, ratio 0.005; (B and E) 1:100 cells, droplet ratio 0.0025; (C and F)
1:250 cells, droplet ratio 0.001
(A and B) Density plots of droplet sorting data with the applied sorting gates highlighted in red and with percentage of events within the gate. Sections of data are
shown as these experiments were run over long time frames (ca. 10–20 h of sorting per sample), and gate boundaries had to be adjusted every few hours due to
temperature changes and slightly varying droplet sizes. Repeated measurements yielded similar results.
(D–F) Microscopy overlay images of fluorescence and brightfield channel, showing positive droplets (containing B. subtilis culture) and negative droplets (empty
or stool microbiota) post droplet PCR. The scale bars correspond to 100 mm.
(G) DNA sequencing data results of B. subtilis culture spiked into stool samples. The target read abundance is shown by sample. The unknown fraction (gray)
could not be assigned to any bacterial genomes in our database, as further confirmed with Kraken assignments.
(H) Mapping of target DNA sequencing reads to the B. subtilis reference genome, showing the genome coverage of different samples.
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workflow (see STAR Methods, amplicon removal and
sequencing library preparation) but without droplet sorting to
enrich a target. Sequencing resulted in 376,322 and 441,707
high-quality paired reads for samples (1) and (2), respectively.
Reads of the two mixed B. vulgatus and B. subtilis culture sam-
ples were mapped to their reference genomes (see STAR
Methods) to calculate their relative abundance in each sample.
B. vulgatus had higher relative abundance in both samples, with
the ratios of B. vulgatus to B. subtilis 286:33 in sample 1) and
253:201 in (2), revealing an average relative divergence to the
original mixing ratio of 21%.
Alongside Bacillus subtilis, Bacteroides vulgatus culture was
used in this particular benchmark because its wild strains alsofrequently occur in the gut and such endogenous strains were
targeted during droplet sorting of later experiments.
Sequencing of enriched samples shows high target
abundance
With the above error rate of sequencing-based cell-ratio quanti-
fication in mind, we sequenced the 7 sorted spike-in samples
(discussed in the section, single microbiota cells can be identi-
fied and sorted in droplets) and binned recovered sequences
to estimate the target enrichment in experiments. This typically
showed a high enrichment level, with >98% of recovered reads
being assigned to B. subtilis (4/7 samples; see Figure 3G). How-
ever, some samples showed DNA reads of other origin, e.g., the
sample 1:50-A had extremely few reads overall (78,000 readCell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022 5
Figure 4. Enrichment and sequencing of endogenous target genome. Workflow summary of the precision genomics approach to enrich
target endogenous species from its microbiome community with microfluidic droplets and summary of the two Bacteroides vulgatus ge-
nomes assembled in our experiments
(A) Workflow schematic and genomes statistics.
(B) Two biological replicate experiments of fluorescence activated single-cell droplet sorting of endogenous Bacteroides vulgatus cells in stool samples, of an
emulsion, with about 1 in 4 droplets occupied by a cell. (B, left) Density plots of droplet sorting data with the applied sorting gates highlighted in red and with
percentage of events within the gate. Sections of data are shown. (B, right) Microscopy overlay images of fluorescence and brightfield channel, showing positive
droplets (containing endogenous B. vulgatus) and negative droplets (empty or other stool microbiota) post droplet PCR. The scale bars correspond to 100 mm.
(C) The two assembled genomes were mapped to a reference genome using the blastx algorithm, illustrating (https://server.gview.ca/) the substantial genome
coverage achieved here.
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indicating insufficient levels of input DNA, and reads from this
sample were not assigned to any taxa (including no B. subtilis)
by the Kraken pipeline.6 Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022The spike-in experiments also demonstrated which minimum
number of sorted droplets of the target species (corresponding
roughly to cells at the beginning of library preparation) is neces-
sary to recover a high-quality genome, which ultimately limits our
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given the ability to sort a maximal number of droplets per exper-
iment. Indeed, all samples except 1:50-A resulted into a relatively
even genomic coverage of B. subtilis (Figure 3H), indicating that
an assembly of this genome is possible based on our recovered
reads. It is of note that a few regions seemed to be recovered at a
higher rate in all experiments independently. These could repre-
sent duplicated genome regions and they did not overly imbal-
ance the experiment. The good target genome coverage, even
by our most diluted sample (1:250 spike-in), indicates that only
about 4,000 sorted target cells (here, from ca. 1 million droplets)
were needed to recover sufficient reads of a target genome.
High-quality de novo genome of endogenous microbiota
bacterium was assembled
After the above extensive spike-in benchmarking of the method,
we applied our precision genomics approach to the endogenous
stool bacterium Bacteroides vulgatus to enrich and sequence its
genomedenovo. This bacterium, typical forwestern gutmicrobial
communities, was chosen as a target because several high-qual-
ity genomes (Moss et al., 2020) and safety class 1 laboratory cul-
tures are available and allowed us to compare our findings. The
targeted experiment was performed twice using aliquots from
the same stool sample, with PADS data and images shown in Fig-
ure 4B. No bacterial cultures where involved. Sequencing of the
two final genomic DNA libraries, together occupying half an Illu-
mina MiSeq run, resulted in (1) 460,513 and (2) 1,045,142 high-
quality paired reads, respectively. Mapped read abundance for
sorted stool samples showed high relative abundance of two
endogenous Bacteroides vulgatus strains, PC510 and ATCC
8482, in the total pool of sequencing reads. The read abundance
for PC510 was (1) 262 and (2) 603 and for ATCC 8482 (1) 116
and (2) 332. Assembly of reads resulted in a total assembly length
of 11,200,633 bp and 19,045 scaffolds, with 526 contigs
>2,500 bp for sample (1). Sample (2) assembled 36,865 scaffolds
with a total length of 21,451,804 bp and 708 contigs >2,500 bp.
Binning of these scaffolds >2,500 bp resulted in 1 medium-
and 1 high-quality genome, 1 from each sample, designated as
B_vulg_1 and B_vulg_2. We performed genome quality bench-
marks on our sequencing results using available reference ge-
nomes of the strains to which our reads mapped. Taxonomy
completeness and contamination were determined by CheckM
(Parks et al., 2015). CheckM’s bacteroidales marker set calcu-
lated B_vulg_1 as 88.78% complete (90% needed for high-qual-
ity score), with 0.56% contamination, and B_vulg_2 as 99.25%
complete with no contamination. Another medium-quality MAG
(70% complete) was also binned from sample (2) belonging to
the family of Enterobacteriaceae. The statistics and coverage
of the two assembled target genomes in comparison to the refer-
ence strain ATCC 8482 of the same species are summarized in
Figures 4A and 4C. Larger mapping gaps (Figure 4C) can most
likely be attributed to local sequence differences between the
strain encountered in the donor versus the reference strain.
Compared with the reference sequence Bacteroides vulgatus
ATCC 8482, genome B_vulg_1 had an average nucleotide iden-
tity similarity of 95.2% and B_vulg_2 had 1 of 95.5% (this differ-
ence likely reflects their difference of genome completeness);
16s rRNA was found in both genomes and showed a similarityto B. vulgatus ATCC 8482 of 97.4%, supporting the fact that
our genomes are the same species as ATCC8482 but are likely
a different strain. The amino acid sequences of both genomes
andB. vulgatusATCC8482were analyzed using the KEGGAuto-
matic Annotation Server to identify metabolic similarity. Our
analysis showed consistency in the enzyme presence across
their central carbon metabolism, energy pathways, and trans-
porters, suggesting that despite being different strains, their ge-
nomes can perform similar metabolic functions to B. vulgatus
ATCC 8482.
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated how the same frozen gut microbiome
(stool) samples of previous metagenomic analyses can be pre-
pared for single-cell genetic assays in microfluidic droplets. A
bacteria cultivation-free workflow using complex gut micro-
biome samples was demonstrated and benchmarked with in-
droplet digital PCR, droplet sorting, genomic library preparation,
and sequencing data analysis. Evidence has been provided that
single cells can be targeted, endogenous target species can be
enriched through droplet sorting, amplicon sequences from the
genomic DNA can be removed, and whole genomes can be
sequenced to obtain high-quality and low-contamination drafts
of the strains of the target bacterial species. The method was
applied to the endogenous gut species Bacteroides vulgatus,
and a high-quality, low-contamination genome was recovered
(without using or requiring reference genomes). We believe this
method to be an important resource for the scientific community
in their mission to advance from cell cultures to apply precision
genomics methods directly to complex samples of medical or
biotechnological relevance. In the following paragraphs, perfor-
mance and limitations in comparison to other methods are
discussed.
Typically, molecular DNA probes are designed to target a var-
iable region of the 16S RNA marker gene, e.g, (Baccari et al.,
2020; Zwielehner et al., 2011), based on sequences in reference
databases or amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) in samples
(Callahan et al., 2017). However, the variable regions of the 16S
RNA gene are short and therefore provide little space for highly
specific probe design. Accordingly, 16S variable region se-
quences as routinely processed with Illumina sequencing do
not allow distinguishing between species or strains of interest.
In contrast, the single-copymarker gene approach,metamOTUs
V2 (Milanese et al., 2019) enables a fast species level assessment
of the microbial diversity and relative abundances of a micro-
biome sample even without reference databases. It uses ten
marker genes, which areare longer than the 16S RNA gene. In
addition to advantages in resolution, relative abundances based
on these single-copy genes are also more accurate than those
based on the 16S RNA gene, because the latter can be present
in multiple copies per cell. In this work, we successfully demon-
strate the reference-free use of meta mOTUs to design specific
primers and molecular probes directly on shotgun metagenomic
data from a sample, specifically on the comparably large
sequence space of the tenmarker geneswithin themetagenomic
data. The meta mOTUs accuracy of relative abundances further-
more contributes valuable information when assessing if targetCell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022 7
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quality result given the experimental power available. This
method can be directly applied to new targets also in other
habitats.
The best known culture-free method to obtain individual ge-
nomes fromamicrobiome sample is the generation of SAGs (Chi-
jiiwa et al., 2020; Lan et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2020) from single
cells. A few hundred genomes can be recovered in parallel with
low contamination when using high-throughput droplet microflui-
dic methods for SAGs, and the most abundant species may be
represented with several SAGs that can be pooled to increase
genome quality (Chijiiwa et al., 2020). Because this method is
not targeted, however, it is not certain that any specific genome
is among the results, and the genomes have a low average quality
(Gawad et al., 2016). The presented targeted approach here is, in
contrast,more likely to recover ahigh-qualitygenomeof the target
species, thereby complementing existing SAG methods. In this
precision genomics resource, we show with sequencing data of
spike-in bacterial culture that bacteria canbe enriched sufficiently
even at spike-in ratios as low as 1:250, with as few as 4,000 en-
riched target cells, to achieve a ca. 403 coverage of the target
genome, which is suitable for a reliable genome assembly.
Absolute quantification of bacterial load and the abundance of
target species is important complementary information for meta-
genomic data (Props et al., 2017; Vandeputte et al., 2017). The
droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) approach has the advantage that
it can be used for the absolute enumeration of targeted bacterial
cells within a volume of complex environmental sample, in addi-
tion to recovering the target genomes later on as shown here.
ddPCR has previously been used for the quantitative detection
of various bacterial pathogens (Li et al., 2018), DNA copy number
(Hindson et al., 2011), and viral sequence abundances (Long and
Berkemeier, 2021; Martinez-Hernandez et al., 2019), even out-
performing qPCR assays (Hindson et al., 2013; Yang et al.,
2014), and with the possibility to multiplex targets (Ackerman
et al., 2020). For absolute cell quantification by ddPCR, an esti-
mate of the assay efficiency is needed to conclude the cell num-
ber from an observed positive droplet ratio. We conclude from
our data that the assay provides a visual readout of approxi-
mately 80% of the theoretical number of droplets occupied
with target cells (see results, stoichiometry of genetic single-
cell bacteria assay in microfluidic droplets), this efficiency was
stable between different samples and bacteria tested. There
are a number of experimental factors that limit the assay
efficiency to below 100% and cause some level of variation be-
tween experiments: (1) temperature-only-based cell lysis effi-
ciency during thermocycling, (2) PCR efficiency <100% (Lim
et al., 2015), (3) manual fluorescence intensity thresholding
setting against background, and (4) error in bacterial density
measurement and dilution of input culture.
High throughput is important for experiments when analyzing
diverse microbiome samples at the single-cell resolution.
Although very high microfluidic droplet sorting rates up to 30
kHz (Sciambi and Abate, 2014) have been reported for ideal mi-
crofluidic droplet sorters, real screens in biology often require
much more conservative sorting settings, reducing the overall
throughput to values, such as 300 Hz (Josephides et al., 2019),
for instance, because of droplet pre-incubation off-chip followed8 Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022by reinjection into a sorting chip causing much less regular
spacing. Another important technical parameter for sorting effi-
ciency and binning is the polydispersity of droplets, which in-
creases during PCR thermocycling through droplet merger and
shrinking of some droplets. The use of robust surfactants is
key to stabilizing droplets during thermocycling, and additional
measures such as mineral oil topping can further reduce evapo-
ration. However, if the mineral oil is not removed carefully after-
ward, residues of other oils can obstruct channels of the sorting
chip later on, which is why we did not use them in this protocol.
Preventive measures may be necessary when the recorded fluo-
rescence signal of the emulsion blurs too much to bin a positive
droplet population. In our sorting algorithm, we furthermore
exclude merged droplets based on their doubled signal length.
Optimizing the sorting process for each sample and increasing
the sorting rate from our study (ca. 250 Hz) to higher rates
such as 1 kHz could probably decrease the sensitivity limit about
4-fold when sorting for the same duration (here, ca. 8 h, sorting of
ca. 7 m droplets, and carrying ca. 1.5 m cells, or allow setting
more stringent sorting conditions to reduce the number of false
positive droplets close to zero.
It has been shown that microfluidic droplets are particularly
well suited to cultivate microorganisms (Dichosa et al., 2014;
Jiang et al., 2016; Mahler et al., 2021; Zengler et al., 2002),
including slow growing species. While broadly effective growth
media are not available for most habitats, many gut microbiota
specifically have been shown to in principle grow well in a small
set of media (Tramontano et al., 2018; Watterson et al., 2020;
Yousi et al., 2019). Nevertheless, a majority of bacteria and
even more so archaea (Sun et al., 2019) have not been cultivated
in the laboratory (Bodor et al., 2020; Epstein, 2013; Hug et al.,
2016), cultivation biases are not well characterized, and special
anaerobic equipment as well as fresh samples are needed for
many species. We therefore developed a cultivation-free
resource, which can be directly applied to other habitats. The
method does not even rely on purifying cells or keeping them
alive, which allowed us, e.g., to analyze samples stored for
months in80C freezers and to work with anaerobic gut bacte-
ria under standard aerobic laboratory conditions. Available cul-
tures and reference genomes do help, however, to benchmark
primer and probe designs for their specificity, ensure the lysis ef-
ficiency of cells, and compare results.
While we developed this method, significant progress has
been made in purely computational tools to assemble genomes
frommetagenomic datasets (Alneberg et al., 2018; Bowers et al.,
2017), including long read data (Bertrand et al., 2019;Moss et al.,
2020). Such MAGs could serve as a helpful complementary
resource to SAGs and genomes recovered with this resource.
On the one hand, the vast number of available MAGs can help
to identify species of interest as well as aid to assess probe
sequence specificity. Sorted genomes, on the other hand, may
be used to improve the quality of special MAGs, such as contam-
ination and chimeric sequences. Sorted genomes come with
less foreign DNA, which decreases the amount of contamination
in the generated bins, while also simplifying and speeding up
binning and assembly. Furthermore, the cell sorting physically
co-enriches mobile genetic elements that can often not be
clearly assigned to genomes.
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OPEN ACCESSLast but not least, as the field aims to move from functional
predictions to ecotypes of species, we require single-cell ap-
proaches (Hatzenpichler et al., 2020) to combine genetic anal-
ysis with functional screens (Berg et al., 2020). Droplet microflui-
dic methods allow the use of fluorescent probes indicating
functional properties of cells as trigger for droplet sorting (Xi
et al., 2017) to enrich not only for the presence of genetic target
sequences as shown here but also industrially relevant enzy-
matic activities (Hosokawa et al., 2015; Tauzin et al., 2020;
Zeng et al., 2020), cell-surface proteins via antibodies (Cross
et al., 2019), functionalized quantum dots (Feng and Qian,
2018), or other probes targeting cell surfaces and bioactive con-
tent (Terekhov et al., 2018). Such methods can also be extended
to microfluidic chambers (Leung et al., 2012). These approaches
can be combined with the presented resource to achieve power-
ful multi-omic readouts. But even without combination, this
method allows a direct target enrichment of functional se-
quences, e.g. all taxa with a genetic region indicating esterase
activity, particular secondary metabolites, or other desirable
functions, alleviating resolution problems associated with
sequencing depth of untargeted libraries. The droplet sorting
approach is particularly attractive to target mobile genetic ele-
ments, such as viral sequences (Lim et al., 2017; Martinez-Her-
nandez et al., 2019) or transposons for antibiotic resistance (Zlitni
et al., 2020), which can often not be clearly associated in meta-
genomic data (Bertrand et al., 2018).
Limitations of the study
This experimental approach to enrich and sequence genomes
represents a sophisticated workflow that requires complex
instrumentation and reagents. We have also observed batch
variability in the Bio-Rad droplet generation oil, which in rare
cases may lead to droplet PCR failure. Handling individual cells
and DNA also provides very little intermediate visual feedback
on the status of the experiment after the droplet sorting step,
and therefore success or failure often only becomes apparent af-
ter DNA library amplification or when analyzing sequenced
genomic data. Furthermore, applying the method to unknown
microbiota targets experimentally means little knowledge of
the success rate of cell lysis during thermocycling, probe suit-
ability, and potential adhesion to other cells that may be co-en-
riched as genetic contaminants.
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OPEN ACCESSSTAR+METHODSKEY RESOURCES TABLEREAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER
Bacterial and virus strains
B. vulgatus cell culture Lab stock Bacteroides vulgatus ATCC 8482
B. subtilis cell culture Lab stock Bacillus subtilis str. 168 BS168
Biological samples




Data and scripts (CheckM, Binning, Contig
KEGG-KO table, Chip designs, PADS data
plotting via GitHub)
This paper, deposited in the
Open Science Framework
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/6TMZK
FIJI plugin code and imaging data This paper, deposited in Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5748533
Genomic data This paper, deposited in ENA Project accession number PRJEB48713;
sample 1 https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/




Forward primer with 5’ Mod: BtnTg
for Bacteroides vulgatus and dorei
Sigma-Aldrich CAAGCTGAGAAAAGCAGCCAAA
Probe sequence with Iowa Black FQ and





Reverse primer with 5’ Mod: BtnTg
for Bacteroides vulgatus and dorei
Sigma-Aldrich GAATGAGTTACGAAGCCCGTTG
Forward primer with 5’ Mod: BtnTg
for Bacillus subtilis
Sigma-Aldrich TCGTGCTGAGACAGTTGCTT
Probe sequence with Iowa Black FQ and
intermediate ZEN quencher and 5’ 6-FAM
fluorophore for Bacillus subtilis
IDT TTGCGGGCGGCGGTATGGCAGGAGCT




Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Christoph
Merten (christoph.merten@epfl.ch).
Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and code availability
d Data, microfluidic chip designs, lists and, figure scripts (CheckM, Binning, Contig KEGG-KO table, PADS data plotting via Gi-
tHub) have been deposited in the Open Science Framework. Metagenomic sequences and assembled genomes have been
deposited in the ENA database. The corresponding DOIs and permanent identifiers are listed in the key resources table.
d The FIJI plugin to analyze droplets alongwith the images used in this publication have beenmade available on Zenodo. The DOI
is given in the key resources table.Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022 e1
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OPEN ACCESSd Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Microbe strains
Bacteroides vulgatus ATCC 8482, from 80C frozen glycerol stock, was grown on LB-agarose streak plates at 37C overnight, fol-
lowed by liquid LB media cultivation in a shaking incubator at 37C overnight before use. Bacillus subtilis str. 168 BS168 was directly
inoculated into liquid culture without plate cultivation. Aliquots of themicrobial cultures were frozen without the addition of glycerol at
80C for experimental use and cell counting at different time points. Immediately before use, cells were washed in filtered (0.22 mm)
0.9% saline solution to replace LB media and remove free floating DNA.
METHOD DETAILS
Stool sample preparation and cell counting
0.5 ml stool sample (measured using a volume scaled syringe cylinder) was suspendedsuspended in 4.5 ml of filtered (0.22 mm) 0.9%
saline solution. The sample was then further diluted to obtain a final dilution of 1:50. Sterilised glass rattler beads (generic) were added
and samples were homogenized on a Vortex mixer for 1 min in order to suspend the sample and detach microbiota from dietary fi-
bres. The homogenization step was repeated until faecal pellets were completely dissolved. Suspension was filtrated through a
40 mm Cell Strainer (Falcon) to remove all remaining large organic particles and clumps, using gravity flow only. Aliquots were pre-
pared from this suspension and frozen at 80C.
Flow cytometric cell counting of stool and cell cultures was performed with a modified protocol of van der Waaij et al. (1994), using
bacteria staining with SYTO BC and reference beads to assess the measured liquid volume, following the suppliers protocol (In-
vitrogen B7277 Bacteria Counting Kit for flow cytometry). Flow cytometry was performed on a LSR Fortessa bench top analyser
(BD), using the 488 nm laser line and the 530/30-A detector.
Primer and probe design and testing
Primers and probes were designed with the Primer3 software (http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0/) and the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/) primer designing tools based on the mOTUs
V2 (Milanese et al., 2019) marker gene sequences of the species of interest. Probes were designed using the same tools and Pri-
merQuest (https://www.idtdna.com/pages/tools/primerquest). To work well in this protocol, the annealing temperature should
ideally be 60C for the primer and 70C for the probe (the length of amplicon should ideally be 80–150 bp long), which was further
checked with various online in-silico PCR simulation software tools. Candidate sequences were also extensively specificity-
checked by blasting against large sequence databases of Microbiota (NCBI and internal). Several primer candidates were ordered
(Sigma-Aldrich) and efficiency and specificity tested in a qPCR assay in triplicates against a number of purified DNA pools (human
DNA, mix of E.coli strains, mix of 31 gut microbiota strains, DNA from stool samples), all diluted and aliquoted. We added 0.5 ng of
DNA to each reaction well, which corresponded to optimal signals in our experiments. qPCR tests were performed with Syber
green master mix including ROX reference dye. The most efficient primer pairs free of PCR side products and false-negatives
where product-confirmed by gel-electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing of amplicons (Eurofins) and ordered again (from
Sigma-Aldrich), this time with biotinylation for the actual experiments. TaqMan probes were purchased at IDT (sequence with 3’
Iowa Black FQ, intermediate ZEN quencher and 5’ 6-FAM fluorophore). Final primers and probes were tested in wells as well
as droplets, using the PCR mix given in the ‘‘Table of cell encapsulation mix for PCR’’. The best performing sequences for target
organisms in this study are shown in the key resources table.
Preparation of microfluidic chips
Twomicrofluidic devices, as shown in Figure 1, were drawn in AutoCAD (Autodesk) and printed black on UV-transparent polymer film
(by SelbaTech) at a resolution of 25400 dpi. Master moulds of the microfluidic chips were then fabricated using soft-lithography on
100 mm diameter silicon wafers (Silicon Materials) with the negative photoresist SU-8 2025 (MicroChem) and a mask aligner (Suess
MicroTec MJB3). The droplet generation and sorting chips were produced with a channel height of 35 um, while the sorting chip is a
two-layer design with a taller droplet inlet chamber of 100 um (using photoresist SU-8 2075, MicroChem). After standard baking and
developing steps, a degassed PDMS and curing agent mix (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Corp.) was poured onto the master moulds
and cured overnight at 65C. The silicone elastomer chips were then peeled off the master, cut and punched with biopsy punches
(Harris Unicore) for tubing ports, and then bonded tomicroscopy glass slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.; droplet generation chips)
or onto ITO glass (Delta Technologies LTD; ground electrode for sorting chips), after surface activation in an oxygen plasma oven
(Femto, Diener electronic GmbH). The electrode channels of the sorting ships were filled with Indium-solder (0.5 mm Solder
Wire Indalloy19, Indium corporation of America) on a hotplate at ca. 85C. Finally, before use, microfluidic channels were rinsed
with Aquapel (Autoserv, Germany) and dried to increase hydrophobicity. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing (Adtech Polymer En-
gineering Ltd & APT Advanced Polymer Tubing GmbH) was used to connect syringes containing liquids to inlet ports on the chips.Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022
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Stool sample aliquots, TATAA Probe GrandMaster Mix (TA02-625), primer-mix, probe and dNTP-mix aliquots were defrosted and
mixed according to the ‘‘Table of cell encapsulation mix for PCR’’. Prior to mixing the 800 ml volume, the stool sample aliquot was
washed to remove potentially free-floating DNA contaminants. To do so, the same volume of PBS buffer was added to the cell sus-
pension, vortexed, and pelleted in a centrifuge for 12 min at 3000 g, after which the supernatant was discarded. The pellet was finally
resuspended in PBS buffer corresponding to the original suspension volume by pipetting up and down 20 times. The PCR mix was
optimized for best amplification efficiency in the droplets taking into account surfactant presence and the small volumeof the reaction.Table of cell encapsulation mix for PCR
Aqueous reagent Volume Concentration/comment
Cell suspension aliquot e.g. 50 mL Volume adjusted according to cell
suspension aliquot density to encapsulate
on average one cell in every fourth or fifth
droplet (ca. 30 pl/droplet)
10 mM primer mix 55 mL 0.69 mM final concentration of each primer
(forward and reverse, aliquots mixed in
advance at 10 mM of each primer)
100 mM TaqMan probe 20 mL 2.5 mM final concentration
Taq hotstart polymerase 2 uL To improve efficiency of late PCR cycles
100 mM mix of each dNTP 6 mL 0.75 mM final concentration
Master mix 440 mL
Nuclease-free Water Until 800 mLThe aqueous phase containing cells and PCR reagents and the oil phase (Bio-RAD droplet generation oil ‘‘for probes’’ or ‘‘for Eva-
Green’’, depending on batch quality) were injected into the droplet generation chip using syringe pumps (Harvard apparatus). Drop-
lets were produced within 60 min by flow focusing at flow rates of ca.1000 mL/h for the aqueous phase and two-fold higher oil flow
rates (with a droplet generation rate of ca. 8 kHz). Droplets were collected and thermocycled off Chip in a 96 well plate (low profile
skirted, Bio-RAD) according to the settings in the ‘‘Table of droplet PCR thermocycle settings’’, followed by storage at 37C in the
dark overnight (up to five days) for further downstream sorting procedures. Droplets without cells and with B. subtilis culture instead
of stool were processed in parallel as quality control.Table of droplet PCR thermocycle settings
Time Temperature Conditions
95C 15 min Hold for cell lysis (Rosa et al., 2010), from
here on sample biosafety level is reduced to
L1.
95C 3 sec 453
60C* 16 sec
72C 2 min Hold
37C infinite
*Each program needs to be adjusted to probes/primers annealing temperature.Microfluidic fluorescence-activated droplet sorting
In order to specifically enrich fluorescent droplets, sorting was performed with a set-up as previously described (Chaipan et al., 2017;
Debs et al., 2012). Droplets were reinjected into the sorting device at a frequency of ca. 100 Hz–250 Hz (flow rates 15–30 mL/h) using
syringe pumps (Harvard apparatus) along with two spacer sheath oil inlets (ddPCRTM Droplet Reader Oil, Bio-RAD) at twenty times
higher flow rates. To detect the fluorescent 6-FAM signal coming from cleaved TaqMan probes during the PCR reaction, droplets
were excited using a blue diode laser (488 nm, 20 mW; Melles Griot) and the fluorescence intensity was measured at and upwards
of the emission wavelength of 514 nm using a PMT (Hamamatsu). A custom LabVIEW software was used to enable dynamic adjust-
ments of PMT gain (0–1 V), droplet fluorescence width and intensity thresholds for sorting, electrode voltage (1–1.5 kV), AC pulse
frequency (30–40 kHz), pulse duration and delay.Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022 e3
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Fluorescence microscopy was performed to analyse droplet fluorescence. Microscopy slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were wetted
with Droplet Generation Oil (Bio-RAD) and droplets were imaged directly on slides or inside broad microfluidic imaging channels on
slides using a 10-fold objective with a Nikon Ti-E widefield microscope. Images in the brightfield and green fluorescence channels
were taken sequentially.
For the analysis, an ImageJ macro was developed (GitLab: https://gitlab.com/marco.r.cosenza/simple_droplet_tools) to support
the measurement of droplet fluorescence intensity. A permanent copy of the software has been deposited in Zenodo and its DOI is
listed in the key resources table.
Amplicon removal and sequencing library preparation
Droplets from the sorting experimentwere collected in one tube and frozen at20. Excess oil was removedwith a syringe and thin nee-
dle on dry ice (to keep the sorted sample, now a small ice crystal, from entering the syringe). At ambient temperature, 10–30 ml DNAse
freewater and 4–10ml PFO (1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluoro-1-octanol, Sigma-Aldrich),wasadded to collect the sample, dilute the salt concen-
tration and break the emulsion (remove most excess oil). Next, the biotinated PCR amplicons were removed from the sample by three
washes onmagnetic Streptavidin C1 Dynabeads (Invitrogen). The binding protocol was used according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions,with anDNA immobilisation incubation timeof 15min each run to ensure bindingof longamplicons at lowDNAconcentrations. To
collect genomic DNA and not the amplicons, we collected the supernatant of the binding assay and disposed the beads.
The amplicon-cleaned genomic DNA was desalted and cleaned by binding to magnetic SPRI beads (Beckman Coulter) (0.953),
and then the NebNext ULTRA II kit (New England Biolabs) protocol was followed for Illumina sequencing library preparation,
increasing incubation times three-fold to account for low DNA concentrations. This protocol involves the following steps: DNA frag-
mentation end repair, adaptor ligation (adapters need to be diluted 25-fold due to very low DNA concentration), SPRI bead clean-up
without size selection, PCR enrichment of fragments (equivalent to whole genome amplification, 13 PCR cycles used here), and SPRI
bead clean-up without size selection. Before and after amplification, the DNA was quantified with qBit (Invitrogen) and Bioanalyzer
(Agilent), initially proving the amplicon removal (no fragments at all will most likely be visible at this step due to low concentrations) and
later showing the DNA fragment size distribution as displayed in Figure S1. The genomic DNA fragments during droplet PCR and was
usually in a good size range for sequencing, however, further fragment size selection with SPRI beads might be necessary in partic-
ular when several barcoded samples have to be pooled. At last, the sample or sample-pool was sequenced with a 150 or 250 paired
end kit on a MiSeq instrument (Illumina).
Sequencing based assessment of target bacterial enrichment and genome coverage
Readsobtained from the shotgunmetagenomic sequencing of 8metagenomic sampleswerequality-filteredby removing reads shorter
than 70% of the maximum expected read length (100 bp), with an observed accumulated error >2 or an estimated accumulated
error>2.5withaprobability ofR0.01 (Puente-Sánchezet al., 2016), or >1ambiguousposition.Readswere trimmed if basequality drop-
ped below 20 in awindow of 15 bases at the 30 end, or if the accumulated error exceeded 2 using the sdm read filtering software (Hilde-
brandet al., 2014). To obtain the coverageprofile over the targetB. subtilisgenome, filtered readsweremapped usingBowtie2 v 2.3.4.1
(Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), with the parameters‘‘–no-unal –end-to-end –score-min L,-0.6,-0.6’’. Resulting bam files were sorted,
duplicates removed and indexed using Samtools 1.3.1 (Li et al., 2009). Reads mapping with a mapping quality <20, <95% nucleotide
identity or <75%overall alignment lengthwere filteredusing customPerl scripts. From these depth profileswere createdusingbedtools
v2.21.0 which were translated with a custom C++ program ‘‘rdCov’’ (GitHub: https://github.com/hildebra/rdCover) into average
coverage in a 50 bp window. To estimate the abundance of different genera, Kraken (Wood and Salzberg, 2014) profiles were created
for these samples, using default parameters and the default databases ‘‘minikraken’’ available from https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/
kraken/. Abundance and genome coverage profiles were visualized in R 3.6.2.
Genome sequencing based relative abundance assessment
Sequencing results were first checked using FastQC v0.11.8 (Andrews, 2010). Relative abundance of mixed bacterial culture sam-
ples was calculated by mapping reference genomes for Bacteroides vulgatus PC510 (ADKO01000001.1- ADKO01000117.1), Bac-
teroides vulgatus ATCC 8482 (UYXB01000001.1- UYXB01000005.1) and Bacillus subtilis subsp. subtilis str. 168 BS168_ctg
(ABQK01000001.1- ABQK01000005.1) against all for samples. Mapping was done using the BWA v0.7.15 (Li and Durbin, 2009) com-
mands ‘bwa mem’ and Samtools v1.7 (Li et al., 2009) command ‘samtools view -hb’ and ‘samtools sort’. Generated bam files were
compiled using the script ‘jgi_summarize_bam_contig_depths –outputDepth depth.txt *.bam’. Contig length calculated in Depth.txt
were summed to get genome size. Read abundance for each contig was averaged to calculated average read abundance. Average
read abundance was divided by genome size to normalized and multiplied 13107 by for comparison between samples.
Genome assembly and analysis
Sequencing resultswere first checkedusingFastQCv0.11.8 (Andrews, 2010). BothsortedendogenousB. vulgatus readsenriched from
a stool sample were trimmed using the commands ‘interleave-fastq’ (Garrison and Boisvert, 2014) and ‘sickle pe -c interleaved.fastq -t
sanger -m combo.fastq -s singles.fastq’ (Joshi and Fass, 2014). Samples were then individually assembled using the Spades v3.14.1
program (Nurk et al., 2013)with the command ‘spades.py –12 combo.fastq -s singles.fastq -ooutput’. Assembledcontigs for both sam-e4 Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022
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based relative abundance assessment’. Generatedbamfileswere compiled using the script ‘jgi_summarize_bam_contig_depths –out-
putDepth depth.txt *.bam’ and then binned using themetabat v2:2.15 command ‘metabat -i scaffolds.fasta -a depth.txt –seed 1987 -o
output –unbinned’ (Kang et al., 2015). Completeness and Contamination of resulting metagenomic assembled genomes (MAGs) was
determined by CheckM v1.0.13 (Parks et al., 2015) using the ‘lineage_wf’ flag. The amino acid sequences of both genomes, B_vulg_1,
B_vulg_2, and B. vulgatus ATCC 8482 were analyzed using the KEGG Automatic Annotation Server to identify metabolic similarity. A
searchwas run using the blastx andprokaryotic option, resulting in a table of the contig name for each genomeand theKEGGorthology
identifier of the best matched gene.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
This study contains a large number of direct quantifications (cells, droplets, DNA fragments, volumes, speed, and distances)
throughout the results section, but only basic statistical concepts (percentage, mean, and ratios) were used to describe these results.Cell Reports Methods 2, 100137, January 24, 2022 e5
